Afghans Welcome Second Round of Four-Nation Talks on Peace Process

KABUL - In the military-aligned Afghanistans, people from all walks of life welcomed holding the second round of the four-nation talks on peace process in Kabul today. Taliban officials out of negotiation table and agreed to stop the Taliban’s activities in the country, the conference is attended by Afghanistan, Pakistan, China and the United States of America, which was opened in Kabul on Monday.

"I am looking with optimists the four-nation conference will eventually find ways for bringing Taliban and government to negotiate together and bring to end the conflict in Afghanistan," A Kabul resident, Ahmad Wali told Ansa. "The official announcement about the four-nation talks on Afghan is the most beautiful moment of the representatives of the four countries of Afghanistan, China and United States of America," Wali said, adding that prospects of peace in Afghanistan, U.S. and China can only be possible if the peace process and ultimately lead to peace in the country.

"I am a teacher, Abdul Rashid Bashir told Ansa. "I am very happy about the four-nation talks. It is a step forward to find solutions for the problems of the country."

A blast group linked by militants struck a police vehicle in Shah sabz locality of Pul-Khumri at around 03:20 p.m. local time, injuring the driver, the police officer said. Abdul Rashid Bashir told Ansa. Without giving more details, the official added that the school from which the incident has been initiated into the case (Anis).